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No applause
Dear So shihan, Shihan, shidoin, kuro obi (black belts) in these past few days I
have had to witness some illogical choices, made on the basis of ‘being friendly.’
I wish to talk frankly because it is not the moment for finding some “diplomatic words”.
I was really surprised about the illogical decisions of a few people- but still too
many- who congratulated about the delivery of “false certifications” on the occasion of a 25th ceremony which doesn’t exist.
Everyone knows that those people were not part of the Wjjf/Wjjko since February 2013. Where were these false “guru”, in 1976 – 86 -96 - 2006 and since 2013?
We don’t need to be interested, but we should know of course that someone of
6° dan (roku dan) rank cannot award anyone a level above his own skillset this shows how much they know in budo!
And yet “you have applauded” or given credit and authority to these people?
Everyone is now called upon in order to defend our colours: red/blue/gold; to
discuss inside the different points of view; fight together, strong and determined
to defend the fortieth year of our job, in order to propose an eclectic modern
gendai – budo, budo.
The time to be nice is finished.
So now stop!
This means, that if we have some similar situation in the future, “ the Proibiri
Commission - Board of Arbitrators” established and headed by me, NOW, can
decide for immediate removal.
We are waiting for the decision of the EUIPO (Intellectual Property Office)
about the EEC logo, and afterwards we will talk about this again.
Please read this carefully and quietly! Please meditate about my embarrassment
for so much slapdash attitude, because it is damaging for those who believe in
the message that, since November 1976, Soke Robert Clark (1946/2012) and I
launched.
Yours truly Oss
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti
Shike Iemoto Kaiji co-founder

Israel – 25 Fantastic years!
It would be amiss to let this fantastic occasion go without sharing some more of
the experience of the event! Israel is a truly spiritual country and, when teamed
up with the spirit and energy of the World Ju-Jitsu Federation family, it makes
for an event which is truly electric and memorable in the strongest sense of the
word.
Kaicho Toney & wife Anne were accompanied by Shihan Peter Cooke, Principal Coach of WJJF Ireland and Master Ryan Patterson of Cregagh and
Holywood Clubs. There were many more students who really wanted to come
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but because of timing or financial constraints were unable to make it. Next time, for sure… Thankfully there were many of our comrades from WJJKO GB
to share this wonderful experience with, along with many delegates from various other countries – Italy, Finland, Poland, Hungary etc.
When we reached the airport we were met by the smiling faces of our Israeli
brothers who acted like professional chauffeurs and chaperones for the rest of
the trip. We could not fault the wonderful hospitality. The hotel was amazing –
right on the beach and walking distance to both the port of Tel Aviv and the old
town of Jaffa, for the guests’ convenience.
Tel Aviv is an amazing city, when Kaicho Toney went running on the beach at
6am – the beach was as vital as at any time of the day: lots of fitness fanatics,
exercising on the provided equipment or practising yoga, playing volleyball etc.
What a fabulous lifestyle! This together with the amazing weather and fantastic
healthy diet is surely what keeps our Israeli family so happy and content! This
same beach was, later in the trip, to host an amazing taster Krav Maga course –
taken by Kai cho Amir Barnea himself.
As with all WJJF-WJJKO events, what makes these more special than a regular
holiday, is the fact you are with the locals – experiencing the delights of the
country as they do – not just the tourist side. The first night, in a beautiful local
restaurant, with never-ending supply of pitta bread and humus, was just a taste
of what was to come.
The reason we were all there, of course – was for the training, and this did not
disappoint. The execution of the course was military-precise and all students
were delighted with the range of skills and techniques that were shared that day.
Students had devised and performed their own demos for the event, to the delight of everyone watching. The highlight for us was getting to meet Shihan
Amir’s lovely father who attended to ‘supervise’ that all was to his standards.
The highlight, I’m sure for Amir, was that he was given a special presentation of
Soke Clark’s Star of David which he wore religiously – a symbol of the fact that
the spirit of our founder lives on within his dearest student.
The Congress Gala dinner was a spectacular event. Everyone, dressed in all their
finery, gathered in anticipation for pre-dinner cocktails and to mingle and meet
old and new friends, with the stunning backdrop of the ocean. Then, seated in
the ballroom, a silence ensued while some very poignant speeches were made. A
toast to absent friends, a message from Iemoto Kaigi – Shike Bertoletti and some presentations to reward both hard work and loyalty within the Federation.
We had thought long and hard about what to present Kai cho Amir Barnea on
this momentous occasion, on behalf of WJJF Ireland. We believed 25 years was
a lot of time to gather up plenty of certificates, plaques and trophies and so
wanted to choose something different. As 25 years is a Silver anniversary celebration – we decided upon a silver clock, a symbol of time passing – a common
choice perhaps on these occasions? However, in keeping with the selection of
the new Triumvirate, of which Amir is part – we chose a triple ‘world-time’
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cho Amir Barnea, his stunning ‘wonderwoman’ wife Orit, and to all who hosted
us so graciously. I would advise anyone who has not been to Israel – to definitely
take one of these great opportunities to see the country that Soke Clark loved so
well, and catch up with the fantastic guys and girls of WJJF Israel – the spirit
goes on…. Shalom!
Anne Toney, WJJF Ireland

Rigan Course 17th June 17

clock, registering the times of Milan (WJJF-WJJKO HQ), Tel Aviv (ISRAEL)
and Belfast (IRELAND.) Something which will not only keep the Co-chairman
right (so he will know what times to telephone!) but also symbolic of the connection across the world between these three countries, leaders in the field and
the future of our Federation. Kai cho Toney made a speech to the effect that time is of the essence and we have got to seize the day. Soke Clark thought he had
more time, and unfortunately his life was cut short – so it was very important to
live every day as if it were your last day – committing your full potential to it.
The evening stretched on late into the small hours, with much dancing and
merriment – I have to say – I have not enjoyed myself so much in a long time!
(Young Pini Azaria caught me in the air to the music ‘Time of my life’ from
‘Dirty Dancing’ – what more can I say?! A lifelong dream!!!)
Despite the late evening – everyone was up and raring to go in time for an early
morning bus route to some fantastic planned activities – off-road driving in little jeeps, taking in amazing raw scenery over dirt tracks; followed by the wonderful opportunity to raft on the river Jordan, & finally a magical stop at the Sea
of Gallilee. Everyone enjoyed both activities immensely. Having had to endure
the dare-devil driving of David Toney in the jeeps!!! (he even got told off by the
instructor) – I chose wisely to have my raft guided effortlessly by the fantastic
boatsmen – Kimmo Tenhumen and Risto Väntär – thank-you gentlemen!!
What an amazing and very smooth ride! This was followed by another beautiful
lunch – good friends and good food – what more could you want?! Amir felt we
needed more and so made a special arrangement for us to visit a small church at
the beautiful Sea of Gallilee, where we joined those meditating briefly, to soak
up the atmosphere and spirituality. A phenomenal surprise ending to the day.
Too soon it was time to prepare to leave, and we vowed next time we came – it
would HAVE to be for longer. We would like to give our sincere thanks to Kai-

On the 17th of June, WJJF Ireland
was proud to host a grappling seminar
in Belfast by Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu legend,
Grand Master Rigan Machado - assisted by Professor Antonio la Salandra.
Rigan Machado is an 8th Degree BJJ
Black Belt and 8-time grappling world
champion. He is currently based in
Beverly Hills where he runs a successful BJJ academy. He is the personal
trainer of celebrities Keanu Reeves,
Ashton Kutcher, Scarlett Johannsen,
Vin Diesel and many more.
Antonio la Salandra is a WJJF 7th
Dan and BJJ 3rd Dan; he is the Machado Academy’s European representative. Antonio served as Keanu Ree-

Grappling Committee - Kaicho David Toney, Masters: Lyle Gawley, Ryan Patterson, William Watson, Michael Moffett, Lorraine Gault & Senseis: Marcus Mallon, Adrian Eakins, John Rosborough, Jordan Parr and Ryan McClean.
Pictured with course participants & guest instructors Grandmaster Rigan Machado, and Professor Antonio La salandra.
[*Photos courtesy of Sean Harkin]
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ves’ fight coordinator in the recent blockbuster, John Wick 2, and he made an
appearance in the film. If you watch closely, you’ll see him meet a nasty end
courtesy of John Wick!
The grappling seminar was open to all and was very well attended with over
100 participants. Rigan emphasised minimal movement and simple pressure to
sweep and control opponents and made effective use of the “deep half-guard”
position. Antonio drilled several effective sweeps and submissions. The event
concluded with some intense positional sparring to reinforce the techniques
learned.
We were impressed with Rigan’s warm, friendly, funny nature and fantastic
storytelling. Indeed, at dinner after the seminar, Rigan treated us to a hilarious
impromptu karaoke rendition of his recent YouTube hit “Another day, another
raspagem”.
Several years ago, Kai cho David Toney formed a Grappling Committee for
WJJF Ireland, tasked with improving the standard of grappling across the organisation. The committee organises regular courses, club visits, competitions and
seminars such as this. We would like to applaud Shike Bertoletti for having the
foresight to make this particular contact for us, and negotiating an agreement
with the European representative of the organisation. The result has been a vast
improvement in the grappling competence of our members. We encourage all
in the WJJF-WJJKO family to pursue grappling training to keep your skills up
to date.
Master Ryan Patterson
On behalf of the Grappling Committee
WJJF Ireland

Pham Xuan Tong in Milan
On the occasion of the National stage organized by the Master/Shihan Roberto Vismara the Master/ Founder Pham Xuan Tong brought us a copy of the
old book “Qwan ki do” realized in 1983 by GSB.
At the same time, GSB gave a copy of the historical book of the “Wjjf/Wjjko
1976”: “40 years in the rainbow trail” (Italian version) to the master Tong, to
Roberto Vismara and to the vice president Roberto Sambrotta.
A friendship between the Qwan ki do and the Wjjf/Wjjko which lasts since
“Samurai” was born (March 1976)
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The great hot
Spilimbergo (Modena) 11 June 2017
“what is important is that one never stops asking questions” said Albert Einstein (1879-1955).
Words which have to make us reflect one more time about the relationship with
our International Federation “Wjjf/Wjjko 1976” for us “Wjj Italy ”.
The proposal of our Chairman Stefano Draghi’s ,- National Coach – and supported by GSB, was to spend together a “hot” Sunday - to make a toast for the
closure of another long year of activity. Without the ‘sport politics’.
We had a great success in every sense: over 100 participants, lots of blue jackets,
the presence of the Shihan, Vice President for the European continent Josef
Oberhollenzer (Germany) and the visit of the mayor doct. Renzo Francesconi.
The “blue jackets” as the black belts “kuro obi” are our federal power and they
should be the federal reflection point.
They should have to participate, without any prohibition, in every Federal activity.
The registration of the logo in Italy has been done, as we have already said: “we
are glad to inform you that the Italian logo “No. 1317887 WORLD JU JITSU
FEDERATION” is today really in exclusivity - property of Natascia Argia Bertoletti!”.
After everyone will say something about the logo a reality, we are defending since now, legally, versus everyone is using our emblem, advertising and something
else without any authorization.
Gsb, as co – founder , read a message at the Fijlkam:
“Dear Friends, during the meeting of June 3, in Rome, with the Federal President Fijlkam Dr. Domenico Falcone, and the presence of the Master Antonio
Amorosi, Chairman of the Jujitsu Fijlkam Committee, our National Coach /
Shihan Stefano Draghi and the undersigned, set the basis so the companies and
dojos that are part of our federation, “Wjjf-Wjjko since 1976”, could start the
practice for joining the Olympic Federation Fijlkam / Coni and its requests of
affiliation.
After the meeting of the Federal Council Fijlkam scheduled for 23 pm in which
the agreement will be ratified, we could start all the steps.
We will follow the exact specifications to join the federal structure through our
secretarial office, and also the broad indications to participate at the competi-
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Spilimbergo (Modena) 11 June 2017

tions and technical training.
What to add? That we are waiting for the last piece to
complete our long journey started with Soke Robert
Clark (1946 -2012), in 1976.
Further to this, we recommend our book “ “40 years in
the rainbow trail” (Italian version) by GSB, in distribution (Publications & Promotion srl e-mail
secretarial@publicationspromotion.it), which tells the
anecdotes that have made a great dream, that has endured over forty years!

Enrico Zanti… comes back home
Giubiasco/Switzerland Canton Ticinese
About 20 years are passed since soke Robert Clark
(1946/2012) and I went periodically to the Ticinese
Camton.
The group headed by Shihan Enrico Zanti (5° dan) has
regained contacts in order to accelerate the effective return into the “Wjjf/Wjjko 1976”
Therefore last Wednesday 31 May, we had, by Gsb (Shike Iemoto kaiji co-founder) and syuseki shihan/chairman, Stefano Draghi, a general class about our
school of style (Ha).
At the beginning of the next sports year 2017-2018, September, will be scheduled some technical/ instructors’ classes in order to grade the canton ju jitsu
Welcome back shihan Enrico Zanti!
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Soke Tony Ball Wjjf/Wjjko Australasia International Kobudo Ambassador

Soke Tony Ball
Wjjf/Wjjko Australasia
International Kobudo Ambassador
SEMINAR SUMMARY REPORT: 24-25/06/2017
Adelaide – South Australia
2 FULL DAYS OF WEAPONS!...Our International Kobudo Ambassador Soke
Tony Ball went through a variety of Kobudo/Weapons, from Nanchuku, Tonfa,
Jo and Samurai Bokken. Explaining all
the concepts of using weapons, from
blocking, striking, Bunkai/applications,
History, Kumite against other weapons
etc. Further on Soke demonstrated ‘live’
drills with a Samurai katana and also
Tameshigiri (live cutting).
Budo Philosophies and teachings played
a very important role over the weekend
as Soke emphasised this throughout all
his demonstrations and instruction. As
we all can see the importance of the philosophies is not just in Kobudo but also
in our everyday training.
During the weekend we all had plenty
of socializing with various discussions
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and Fabio Carosio which was very hard work for them, due to Gsb.
ASD WASI Martial Arts Budo and Security

Kyu Grading Divya Academy

about Budo and more about our upcoming WJJF-WJJKO ‘National Congress’
in Queensland where all are excited to attend.
Thank you Soke!
Thank you all for your support in making this weekend a huge success!
See all in November in Queensland!
Yours’ in Bushido,
Hanshi Peter Pace
Australasia Vice-Chairman

As from martial tradition in June at the end of the athletic year, and in December at the end of the year, kyu gradings are conducted. These represent the beginner’s level and for Wjjf-Wjjko there are nine. The novice, who approaches Ju
Jitsu, starts practicing at any dojo with the red belt representing the MuKyu literally “without grade” and until reaching the white belt is not classified in the
Kyu order. The timing of each kyu passing is not the same, the more the grade
becomes high, the longer the time to reach the next degree. The first true degree passing is to undertake the 9th Kyu exam, the first class of beginners, represented by the white belt: “Shiro” in Japanese transliterated, symbolizing initiation or purity; The white color that conforms to the Shinto philosophy,
linked to nature, typical of Japanese culture. The passage of each new grade is
celebrated with a traditional ceremony like “Reishiki”. Then, after the exam, all
the students will align by rank on the south side of the tatami called Shimoza,
and those who have passed the grade exam will be called one by one by the master and invested with the new grade achieved , In a ceremonial delivery, in
front of everyone to demonstrate the degree received. The delivery ceremony
will be handled by the master assisted by “Senpai”: in transliterated Japanese representing the “senior student” or the highest instructor able. In general, the ceremony of grade passages is as exciting as the exam, practitioners can applaud

Asd Wasi, not only Self Defense
As for tradition, also this year, in the Hombudojo Wasi of
the Master Gianfranco Camerini in Casteggio (Pavia), we
have held the end of the year seminar to conclude the martial season Wasi 2016 - 2017 headed by Spartaco Bertoletti
(Gsb); Shike Iemoto kaiji co-founder of the World Ju Jitsu
Federation.
The seminar, besides being an important meeting because of
the presence of the Shike Gsb represents also the successful
completion of an heavy year for the students who, on this
occasion, are doing the dan grading this year with the presence of the National Coach Wjjf, Shihan Stefano Draghi
who with Shihan Gianfranco Camerini have been the Uke
for the vulcanic Spartaco Bertoletti.
Special compliments besides to all the students who made
the passage, to two new black belts 2° Dan Gabriele Ferrari

the success of the companion after the
belt is tied to waist by the master, this
act officially sanctions the definitive
step to the new degree. On June 22,
2017, the usual Ju Jitsu passages took
place at the Divya Academy, ShinbuCho Wjjf-Wjjko authorized and certified school in a persistent hot, 30 ° degree – it seemed like much more. They
have brilliantly achieved the degree of
yellow belt: Kiiro, representing the first
ray of sunshine, reveals the first formative sacrifices achieved, Dario Riffa,
Christine Calderon, Marius Taheu, Rodolfo Carrà and Andrea Loscocco; The
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degree of orange belt: Daidaiiro, representing the Sun of Japan was achieved by
Francesco Fiorito and the last in ascending order of degree, Alessandro Bovio
and Gabriele Gambacorta have committed with dedication and dedication the
blue belt: Ao symbolizing the depth of the sky , light and clear on which to
build a strong and continuous path. For info on courses in Ju Jitsu www.divyacenter.it or www.jujitsumilano.it, Divya Center is located in Milan in Via Orti,
12 20122 - M3 P.ta Romana. I thank all of my students for their commitment,
with boldness, dedication and the concrete result achieved !!!
Shihan Lorenzo Milano
Divya Academy / School Hapkido Italy

you can see is the result of my very difficult last journalist job.
The stories are written at least in the East-mentioning sourcing, dates and
facts- to assemble almost 40 years and more of ju jitsu in the world has required
a lot of personal memory and personal work.
I really hope that after this very hard job, this book could be useful for the next
generation of ju jitsu that – studying from the problems of the past- they could
use some teaching with the scope to build a better tomorrow for the Italian and
international ju jitsu.
Enjoy your reading !

Espana: R.I.P.

International Calendar
5-14 July Bali Indonesia stage and dan grading

Senpai Paco Miñana has passed away. Requiem in peace.
He was well known by his fans as motera
triumph, but he was also known for the carrier and the passion for jiu jitsu. Everywhere
he went he talked with pride about the little
school in Xaló. I missed him since he decided
last year to retire. Now more because he is
not here any more. His nickname was ‘the
rock’, strong as a stone - the guy who always
tried bring us happiness.
Our condolences to his family and friends
who loved him so much.

24-30 July Spain Summer Camp in Castelldefels (Barcellona)
29-30 September and 1 October Gaeta Italy stage Fesik-Koden
Enshin Ryu

Paco Miñana senpai ens ha deixat. Requiem
in pace.
De tots era coneguda la seua afició motera
triumph, però també i en gran mesura la seua trajectòria i passió pel jiu jitsu.
Allà on anava parlava amb orgull d’aquesta xicoteta escola de Xaló. Ja el trobàrem a faltar quan va prendre la decisió de deixar-ho l’any passat. Ara el trobarem encara més degut a la seua pèrdua. L’anomenavem “the rock”, la roca, un
tio dur com una pedra que sempre intentava portar-nos un poc d’alegria.
Les nostres condolències a tota la família i amics que tant l’estimaven

40 years in the rainbow trail
This book – the Italian
edition- is born after exactly
one year after the project,
and finally we are distributing it.
Why it is so late?
Many people have asked it.
I immediately say, I’d have
liked to add some legal docs
about the European registration of the logo and believe
me not for imitating the
campaign of the “Foucault’s
pendulo ” by Umberto Eco.
The reply is simple it should
have been the history of the
ju jitsu of Wjjf/Wjjko a
book with photos of yesterday, today and some of tomorrow.
I hope!
I had to work hard and what
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6-8 October Germany Schwabisch Gmund

20 November - 4 December Misk Belarus 7th international
Martial Arts Games

27-29 October Budapest Hungary seminar ju jitsu

9-10 December Hungary Koden seminar
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